
 

WHY IS THE COURSE SO WET? 

The course this year to date has received 535mm of rainfall 

with 377mm falling since March. The major fact unfortunately 

in winter but good in summer for us, is that Clayey soils retain 

more water, and longer, than sandy soils. In a winter period 

that is wet and field capacity is reached, water is only removed 

from the soil by drainage, evaporation or transpiration. The 

latter two points help if the sun is out and we have windy days, 

or the turf is actively growing. Not the case the last couple of 

months. This May we had 17 days of calm days no wind, and 7 days under maximum 6km/hr for the 

month, and June was worse with 22 days of calm no wind days for the month. As a result, frosts have 

been very low in numbers so far, and you can normally tell it’s a going to be wet winter is frosts aren’t 

high as overcast days and nights as well as rain prevent the frosts from occurring in the mornings.  

     

Rainfall for the for the last 5 years January –June  

2017  407mm 

2018  188mm 

2019  288mm 

2020  611mm 

2021  535mm 

 

Irrigation is only applied if products require them to be watered into the profile in a controlled 

manner for a purpose of importance, and these products are being limited due to conditions out 

there. Products that help relieve compaction and aid in water penetration also unfortunately need to 

be watered through the profile. We are not applying irrigation for any other reason and that is shown 

in our irrigation reports this year where our course watering is lower for the last 5 years. 

Unfortunately this weather is also affecting everything, contractors as well who are building the golf 

course have also incurred over 30 rain day events that stop work for a minimum of a day or two. 

Considering they only work 5 day weeks, that’s over 6 weeks minimum delays thus far that have 

occurred. 

Staff are trying to get carts out whenever we can, but given the damage they do in the wet affected 

ground this has been hard. Even pull buggies some days are making a mess. We are hoping the August 

winds arrive early, spring jumps at us and we get some early growth into the later part of the year.  

Course Superintendent 

Dean Hopper      


